(F)24-R and (F)24-V Cylinder Preparation for NL-OP Function

Metal Door, LHR Shown, RHR Opposite

For Backset, Refer to Device Template

CL MOUNTING

For Backset, Refer to Device Template

C MOUNTING

1\(\frac{3}{16}\)" (30 mm) Dia.

\(\frac{3}{32}\)" (10 mm) Dia.

Countersink to \(\frac{5}{16}\)" (8 mm) Dia.

1\(\frac{3}{16}\)" (21 mm)

\(\frac{1}{4}\)" (6 mm)

\(\frac{1}{8}\)" (22 mm)

\(\frac{5}{32}\)" (16 mm)

\(\frac{5}{32}\)" (16 mm)

\(\frac{7}{32}\)" (6 mm) Dia.